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Dear readers, 

With every new edition of the Horizons scientific journal, the academic 
public has become used to the expectation that it traces new pathways 
towards its further establishment in the international educational and 
scientific –research areas. 

For the coming period, just as it did previously, Horizons will continue to 
respect the principles of scientific impartiality and editorial justness, and 
will be committed to stimulating the young researchers in particular, to 
select Horizons as a place to publish the results of their contemporary 
scientific and research work. This is also an opportunity for those, who 
through publishing their papers in international scientific journals such as 
Horizons, view their future carrier development in the realm of 
professorship and scientific-research profession. The internationalization 
of our Horizons journal is not to be taken as the furthest accomplishment 
of our University publishing activity. Just as the scientific thought does 
not approve of limitations of exhaustive achievements, so is every newly 
registered success of the Horizons editions going to give rise to new 
“appetites” for further objectives to reach. 

Last but not the least, we would like to express our sincere appreciation 
for the active part you all took in the process of designing, creating, final 
shaping and publishing the scientific journal. Finally, it is with your 
support that Horizons is on its way to attain its deserved, recognizable 
place where creative, innovative and intellectually autonomous scientific 
reflections and potentials will be granted affirmation, as well as an 
opportunity for a successful establishment in the global area of 
knowledge and science.  

 

Sincerely, 

Editorial Board 


